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Tankers
Comments

VLCC

The week gone by in the VLCC market will soon be forgotten. Over-supply of tonnage and sluggish demand

continues to weigh on sentiment. Earnings have slipped from bad to worse with sliding rates and increased

bunker prices, as owners now virtually pay for the privilege of carrying crude from A to B. Current rate level

seems to have flatlined at give or take ws32.5 to- and from basically everywhere, with few if any signs of picking

up any time soon.

Suezmax

Thus far, it's been a slow news week with nothing extraordinary to break the current trend. Unfortunately, long

lists and low cargo volumes has meant charterers have come up against zero resistance in attaining last done

levels, or less, and that is how the balance of the week will play out. A flicker of positivity comes in the form of the

current oil price. This suggests demand is increasing which should reduce stockpiles and perhaps allow OPEC+ to

free up more supply, but this is all subject to pandemic economics and the ability of countries to successfully roll

out a vaccination program. Wafr/East trades low ws50's with MEG/East on modern 15T cranes unlikely to trade

above low/mid ws50's. Td23 is ws23-24 max.

Aframax

The Nsea/Baltic market remained unchanged with rates not encouraging owners to move unless you have a

specific reason to perform a voyage close to zero returns. Cargo activity in the area is still restrained and we don’t

see an immediate recovery for the market. However, a busier 3rd decade of Urals is approaching which might help

owners to regain some confidence.  

Although rates in the Med/Bsea keep moving more or less sideways, there has been some optimism among

owners the last few days as a hand full of cargoes enter the market while the tonnage list is looking tighter than it

has been in a while. We do however believe that this is not sufficient enough for owners to put up the necessary

resistance, and that the firming trend we see at the moment will turn soft as we move into next week.

Rates

Dirty (Spot WS 2021)

MEG/WEST (280 000) WS 18.0 -1.0 

MEG/Japan (280 000) WS 35.5 0.0 

MEG/Singapore (280 000) WS 32.0 -4.0 

WAF/FEAST (260 000) WS 32.5 -3.5 

WAF/USAC (130 000) WS 45.0 -2.5 

Sidi Kerir/W Med (135 000) WS 52.5 0.0 

N. Afr/Euromed (80 000) WS 87.5 0.0 



UK/Cont (80 000) WS 90.0 0.0 

Caribs/USG (70 000) WS 77.5 -5.0 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

VLCC (Modern) $30000.0 $0 

Suezmax (Modern) $16500.0 $0 

Aframax (Modern) $16000.0 $0 

VLCC

VLCCs fixed in all areas last week 60 23 

VLCCs available in MEG next 30
days

171 3 

1 Year T/C Crude

Dry Bulk
Comments

Capesize

Towards the end of last week there were some signs that rates were hitting the low for now, after weeks of

coming off. This was further seen during this week with fronthaul and even c3 rates improving, as well as Pacific

finding support with c5 in the mid 9s. There are currently no signs of another spike just around the corner, but it

may as well happen any time.

Panamax

With a slow start to the week and no clear direction, the Panamax market has developed into sliding rates in the

Pacific and firming rates in the Atlantic. Especially the North Atlantic is seeing more demand for minerals and a

tight list of available tonnage. Good demand out of North America for fronthauls is also keeping pressure to the

market. In the Pacific however the exact opposite is happening. Tonnage list is growing and the wide gap between

bid/offer is closing in favor of chrts. Period demand is back into play and we value a good spec Kmax at low 24k

for 1-year basis PRC delivery.

Supramax

The market is characterized by a steady and substantial growth. There is a shortage of tonnage in all areas. The

Pacific and the Atlantic well balanced. The demand of ships is growing continuously, with many of the orders

being fixed off market.



Rates

Capesize (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

TCE Cont/Far East (180 DWT) $40,950 $3,400


Australia – China $9.6 -$0.5 

Pacific RV $22,025 -$3,594


Panamax (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

Transatlantic RV $25,950 $5,775


TCE Cont/Far East $39,114 $3,955


TCE Far East/Cont $14,780 -$448 

TCE Far East RV $26,665 -$1,691


Supramax (USD/Day)

Atlantic RV $29,035 $2,361


Pacific RV $26,493 $436 

TCE Cont/Far East $32,714 $1,135


1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

Newcastlemax (208 000 dwt) $32,000 $2,000


Capesize (180 000 dwt) $27,000 $2,000


Kamsarmax (82 000 dwt) $24,250 $500 

Panamax (75 000 dwt) $22,250 $500 

Ultramax (64 000 dwt) $25,000 $1,000


Supramax (58 000 dwt) $22,000 $3,000


Baltic Dry Index (BDI) $2,481

1 Year T/C Dry Bulk



Gas
Chartering

EAST  

Yet another uneventful week in the East so far, and talk of production issues at Ras Tanura is certainly not helping

the cause. As freight remains long for balance of June and rates continue to be under pressure, it is likely that

players will continue to wait until we have more acceptances for July. One trader was marketing a relet at sub

Baltic levels earlier, but no takers so far and the Baltic has dropped below USD 50 for the first time since April.

WEST  

The focus in the West this week has largely been around which direction the market will take and whether it will

be freight or the product market which has to adjust. The last concluded fixtures were done at rates of about USD

86-87 H/C for loading during first decade July. Bids are hovering around the high USD 70’s to USD 80 per ton on

Houston/Chiba basis whereas offers from both owners and trader relets are around mid USD 80’s or slightly

below. The market for first half July seems relatively date dependant, however, the current mismatch between

bids and offers is not aiding the activity level. The number of FOBs for sale during the full month of July seems to

be ample but in a worst case scenario we will see cargoes being cancelled unless both bids and offers finds their

feet.

LPG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Month)

VLGC (84 000 cbm) $1,000,000 -$50,000


LGC (60 000 cbm) $850,000 $0 

MGC (38 000 cbm) $800,000 $0 

HDY SR (20-22 000 cbm) $650,000 $0 

HDY ETH (17-22 000 cbm) $750,000 $0 

ETH (8-12 000 cbm) $465,000 $0 

SR (6 500 cbm) $400,000 $0 

COASTER Asia $260,000 $0 

COASTER Europe $250,000 $0 

LPG/FOB Prices - Propane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $479 $0 

Saudi Arabia/CP $530 $0 



MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $487 $11 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $495 $0 

LPG/FOB Prices - Butane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $461 $0 

Saudi Arabia/CP $525 $0 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $463 $23 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $495 $0 

LNG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Day)

East of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $52,000 $0 

West of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $62,000 $5,000


1 Year T/C 155-160 000 cbm $78,000 $1,000


Newbuilding
Activity Levels

Tankers Increasing Increasing

Dry Bulkers Increasing Increasing

Others Increasing Increasing

Prices

VLCC $96.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $65.0 $0.0 

Aframax $54.0 $0.0 

Product $37.5 $0.0 

Newcastlemax $58.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $31.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $28.5 $0.0 

LNGC (MEGI) (cbm) $193.0 $0.0 



Sale & Purchase
Prices

Dry (5 yr)

Capesize $42.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $28.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $25.0 $2.0 

Dry (10 yr)

Capesize $32.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $21.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $18.5 $0.5 

Wet (5 yr)

VLCC $69.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $47.0 $0.0 

Aframax / LR2 $40.0 $0.0 

MR $28.0 $0.0 

Wet (10 yr)

VLCC $51.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $32.0 $0.0 

Aframax / LR2 $24.0 $0.0 

MR $18.0 $0.0 

Market Brief
Exchange Rates

USD/JPY 109.44 -0.18 

USD/KRW 1114.25 0.90 

USD/NOK 8.26 -0.05 

EUR/USD 1.22 0.00 

Interest Rates

LIBOR USD (6 months) 0.15% -0.01%


NIBOR NOK (6 months) 0.39% 0.00% 



Commodity Prices

Brent Spot $72.00 $0.00 

Bunkers Prices

Singapore 380 CST $400.5 $1.0 

Singapore Gasoil $582.0 $9.0 

Rotterdam 380 CST $395.5 $2.0 

Rotterdam Gasoil $573.5 $6.5 

All rates published in this report do not necessarily reflect actual transactions occurring in the market. Certain

estimates may be based on prevailing market conditions. In some circumstances, rates for certain vessel types are

based on theoretical assumptions of premium or discount for particular vessel versus other vessel types.

Disclaimer

http://www.fearnleys.com/disclaimer

